Structural transformations of oligomeric intermediates in the fibrillation of the immunoglobulin light chain LEN.
LEN is a kappaIV immunoglobulin light chain variable domain from a patient suffering from multiple myeloma but with no evidence of amyloid fibrils. However, fibrils are formed when LEN solutions are agitated under mildly destabilizing conditions. Surprisingly, an inverse concentration dependence was observed on the kinetics of fibril formation because of the formation of off-pathway soluble oligomers at high protein concentration. Despite the fact that most of the protein is present in the off-pathway intermediates at relatively early times of aggregation, eventually all the protein forms fibrils. Thus, a structural rearrangement from the non fibril-prone off-pathway oligomers to a more fibril-prone species must occur. A variety of techniques were used to monitor changes in the size, secondary structure, solvent accessibility, and intrinsic stability of the oligomers, as a function of incubation time. The structural rearrangement was accompanied by a significant increase of disordered secondary structure, an increase in solvent accessibility, and a decrease in intrinsic stability of the soluble oligomeric species. We conclude that fibrils arise from the oligomers containing a less stable conformation of LEN, either directly or via dissociation. This is the first fibrillating system in which soluble off-pathway oligomeric intermediates have been shown to be the major transient species and in which fibrillation occurs from a relatively unfolded conformation present in these intermediates.